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Abstract 
This paper discuss about the close relation between quantum physics and homoeopathic potentization. 

It is based on the science of atom and nucleus. In a quantum theory the atom gets appropriate energy 

and raised from its lower energy to higher energy state “The shifting of an atom from one energy state 

to another energy state is called Transition”. 

Potentization is the scientific process mainly based on Quantum Mechanism. Succussion is the one of 

the process of potentization during succusion (vigorous shaking) kinetic energy produced and with the 

help of photons the subatomic particles raised to higher energy level from its normal state. 
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Introduction 

Subatomic Particles and Potentization 

As you all know electron, proton, neutron are subatomic particle they have electric charge 

proton has positive and electron has negative charge., The atom raised from lowest energy to 

higher energy state it is known as excited atom during the potentization shaking of 

homoeopathy substance against a hard surface which produce kinetic energy which act as 

photon (pocket of energy)it increase the energy levels mostly homoeopathy is known as 

energy of medicine. 

 

Quantum Energy 

The potential energy of homoeopathic medicine is always mixed with alcohol is due to the 

potential energy released by the charge of an electron in fact there is always a natural unit of 

negative charge is present on an electron which is also equal but opposite in effect to the 

possitive charge on the proton. This is known as nuclear charge If the natural potential 

charge of an electron increases the energy or the potency of the medicine is also increasd.so 

it happened in the process of succussion. During the process of succussion there is a collision 

between the atoms of the medicine. When the atom gets excited the potential of medicine 

transists in to energy the electron have some amount of energy which is equal to 0.2Ev.so it 

increased in the number wise 1,2,3 in the process of succussion. During this process the 

electron in ground orbit gets excited and gets some potential energy in the same way the 

proton gets this forms an electromagnetic loops and these charge points having ‘QUANTUM 

ENERGY’. 

 

Methods 

Quatum mechanism deals with electromagnetic field and spin electrons the preparation and 

the process of homoeopathic medicine by potentization is analyzed by quantum mechanism 

by scientific explanation of ‘transition of energy’. 

 

Discussion 

The power of homoeopathy medicine is aroused after potentization. This can be explained 

scientifically with the help of Quantum physics. 

 

Why succussion in hard surface? 

In the process of potentization we should know about the production of electromagnetic 

fields due to the friction between the molecules of alcohol and glass surface.  
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Succussion should be in hard surface and the prepared 

medicine should closed tightly to prevent evaporate. 

(Medicines may also prevent from high temperature and 

some external physical factor. 

 

Why shouldn’t we touch homoeopathic medicines by 

hand? 

So the answer is here, touching them may reduce their 

efficacy by some unhygeienic conditions. That’s why the 

potentized medicine should be capped tightly and it must be 

stored away from radiations, strong odors, paint solvents, 

chemicals, and mainly the homoeopathic medicine should 

not be kept in refrigiraters). Sometimes the spin electrons 

may also have connection with our material structural. The 

potency of the medicine is found equal to 0.2Ev all law 

states that homoeopathy is scientifically true and the power 

of medicine increased after potentization. Succussion is the 

one of the process of potentization during the process of 

succusion the subatomic particles jump in to excited state. 

Shaking of homoeopathic medicine against an hard surface 

which produce kinetic energy which act as photon (pocket 

of energy) this will shift electron from lower energy state 

from higher energy state in homoeopathic substance. It will 

increase the power of homoeopathic medicine. The concept 

that all forms of energy that related in discrete units are 

called “quanta “and deals with matters. The quantum field 

theory is important to design to account for subatomic 

phenomena that also found in other branches of physics. 

 

The principle of quantum mechanics 

The principle of quantum mechanics with those relativity is 

an effort to describe the process of high energy collision in 

which the particles may created. During proton excited the 

positron gets rising from its point from the nucleus and falls 

back into nucleus. The electron in the ground orbit gets 

excited. so free electrons in ethanol (alcohol) may form 

electromagnetic loop. That charge points hold quantum 

energy. In homoeopathy medicine to obtain higher spatial 

volume should be created. According to the law of 

homoeopathy cure is achieved in sick body by the help of 

higher energy of homoeopathic medicine which flows 

ultimately in the lower energy level of sick cells. Energy of 

medicine flows in the form of free electrons. The energy of 

subatomic particles generated during succussion. The charge 

of an electron is 0.2Ev which can be generated more by 

continuing our succussion upto our desire potency. so apart 

from physics everyone is asking how to administer 

homoeopathic medicine. 

 

Why sublingual? 

Why it is administer under tongue? It is known as 

sublingual administration it absorbs the rapid absorption of 

the drug in to the systemic circulation. And coming in to the 

topic homoeopathic potentization provide the original 

particle state and the diluted substance hold more energy. 

 

Conclusion 

I propose the theory that quantum physics can help us to 

understand the theory of homoeopathic potentization. The 

electron and subatomic particles attains a higher state of 

energy during the process of succussion (vigorous 

shaking). So this may higher the power of potentized 

substance. 
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